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Situated above Hays Creek in the rolling hills of the Valley of 
Virginia, Brownsburg is the central cmmnunity of the surrounding area and 
has not substantially changed in size or appearance since the early 
twentieth century. On the south the village is approached through a 
picturesque avenue of maple trees several miles long, but the north, east 
and west roads run across the open fields and hills. The town was laid ou 
in lots with a main street and intersecting alleyways, and although many of 
the alleys have been closed off in recent years it has retained that basic 
form, The tree-lined main street is now state route 252 and is crossed on 
an east-west axis by county route 724. 

Most of the buildings in the village date from one of two periods-
the first half of the nineteenth century and the period 1870-1910. The 
prevalent mode is an unembellished "Valley Federal" style, found in both 

m 
m 

z 

frame and brick construction and built from the early to the mid-nineteenth 
century. Although these structures show elements of formal styles, they 
are basically more sophisticated outgrowths of the vernacular expression of 
the area. These buildings take the form of a two-story, three to five-bay 
rectangular structure with a rear ell or 'T' addition, molded brick cornice, 
gable roof and exterior-end chimneys. The most common floor plan is eithe1 
the central hall or the hall-and-parlor plan. Many of the frame dwellings 
have a single-pen or a dogtrot log core, which, for the most part, are 

-i 
covered by clapboard, or occasionally by shingle. The houses of this i 

earlier period are often distinguished by handsome, finely detailed interioli 
woodwork. Several elements appearing in the Brownsburg dwellings are I c 
unusual in the local building tradition. These include a simple crow- i n 
stepped gable as on the Carson and McChesney Houses, and a floor plan con- I -i 

sisting of two rooms on one side of a broad hall. I 
The other prevailing type, popular in the town's later period of 

1 0 
construction, usuallly takes one of two forms. The first is a three or 1 

five-bay two-story rectangular frame building with end chimneys, gable roof I 
'L. 

and cross gables, The other is a three-bay square frame house with a 

1

, ~ 
central chimney. ..:,.'.L .. ~J · 

The twentieth century also saw some utilization of stucco con- I 
struction; several housesand a bank in this mode date from the second decade!. 
Other twentieth century buildings are non-residential. The former funeral ) 
parlor in the south end of the town now serves as the general store, On 
the hill to the west of the main street, facing the town's only block, is 
the brick school, built in 1938, and the Asbury Methodist Church, a weathercll 
frame structure. ,/ 

Although it once was a busy rural center, Brownsburg is now almost 
' entirely a residential village with placid streets and pleasant yards, i 

Business activity in Rockbridge County has shifted from the villages, but 
many of this town's combination store/dwellings retain their early store 
fronts. The remaining handful of commercial buildings are interspersed 
among the dwellings. 

G.P.H. 
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local history 

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE i 
The small town of Brownsburg remains largely unchanged since the latet 

nineteenth century, and provides an excellent picture of a typical early 
Valley village in a well-preserved state. Although the town was once 
more prosperous and energetic, the mainstream of Valley activity bypassed 
Brownsburg when both the Valley Branch of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad 
of 1880, and the modern U.S. Route 11 were located several miles east of 
the conununity. As a result Brownsburg has remained somnolently settled in 
appearance for the past seventy years, and has retained most of its early
nineteenth century dwellings and supporting structures. Today, the town 
is primarily a residential community. 

Legally established in 1793, Brownsburg was laid out on the lands of 
Robert Wardlaw and Samuel McChesney. Brown was a common name among the 
area's early settlers, but it is not known for which particular Brown or 
family of Browns the town was named. By 1835 the town was a hub of 
activity, containing about twenty dwellings, three stores, two shoe factoriEs, 
three wheelwrights, two blacksmith shops, two tailors, a tanyard, a 
saddlery, a cabinet-maker, a carpenter, a hatter, a grist mill and a 
commercial flour mill. Ten years later, Brownsburg had grown to inc.lude 
thirty dwellings. The town also was noted during many years in the nine
teenth century for a series of fine private schools. Although the stage- 1 
line from Staunton to Lexington originally ran through Brownsburg, the 
building of the railroad away from the town caused it slowly to lose its 
commercial enterprises. However, an exception occurred in the late
nineteenth century when the Wilburn Saddle, a type of reminiscent of the 
cavalry officer's saddle and used throughout the Valley, was manufactured I 
there. 
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u.S.G.S. 7,! 1 quadrangle (scale:1:24000) 
Brownsburg, Va. 1967 
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